
 

 

TECHZEALOT’15 

Group Discussion  

 

“GD BASICALLY MEANS SEARCHING YOUR TEAM PLAYER, 

LEADERSHIP, COMMUNICATION CAPABILITY” 

EVENT DATE:-27
th

 JAN 2015 

VENUE:-SSGBCOET BHUSAWAL 

Entry Fees: Rs50/-Per head 

Prize Amount: Rs1000/- for winners and Rs 750/- for runner up.  



 

 

Last Date of Entry is: 22
nd

 JAN. 2015& On-Spot Entries can be depend on 

TECHZEALOTcommittee. 

GENERAL RULES:  

� Always be Initiator and concluder of the GD then being a 

participant. 

� But if you are participant always try to be the most vianl/key 

participant. 

� Put points firmly and always try to get others support too. 

� If you find that the discussion others support going off track then 

never loose opportunity to bring it back to stream this is best point 

to score max. 

� Try to keep latest information on topic. 

� Be very polite, people may try to provoge you to to get more points 

but try to keep cool. 

� Most important don’t wait for ur turn to speak when discussion is 

on. Interrupt politely if you want to put forward your points. 

� Last but not the least keepatab on the time given for discussion. 

Score points by wrapping up the discussion if you feel that the 

discussion is heating but the time is going to be over. 

� During conclusion, do end with conclusion note. That shows your 

leadership quality. 

 

 



 

 

 

Best Scoring Points:- 

� Initiation of Discussion. 

� Always keeping/trying to keep discussion on track. 

� Conclusion on time. 

� Your capability to keep your cool and listen as well as putting your 

points. 

� Finally be a leader and select in GD. 

 

CERTIFICATE POLICY:  

Certificate of Excellence will be awarded to all winners.  

� Certificates of Participation will be given to all the participants who 

will participate in the event, but not to the Participants which get 

disqualified due to disobeying any of the competition rules.  

 

(All rights are reserved to be committee members) 

 

FOR ANY QUERY CONTACT:  

1) Jitesh Patil       (09890734717) 

2) Bharat Chaudhari  (09404415712) 


